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Statistical Overview
Methodology
NorthAble undertook to compile qualitative and quantitative evidence that supports the
assumptions that Navigation is effective and provides added value to both those that engaged with the service and the services / agencies providing the service.
Data was gathered and/or measured on the following elements of Navigation:
1.

Pre Navigation intervention and or usage / access to services

2.

Effectiveness of service engagement pre Navigation

3.

Post Navigation intervention and or usage / access to services

4.

Effectiveness of service engagement post Navigation

5.

Goals assigned for Navigation

6.

Outcomes achieved

7.

And in some cases, savings to MoH

Twelve Navigation cases were randomly selected and information extrapolated from the
Navigation documentation; Navigation Plan, Navigation Monthly Reports and Navigation
Completion Reports. Note that there was no cherry picking of only the very best examples
of Navigation. It is also pertinent to note that the information was gathered on services and
agencies directly relevant to the issues and goals of Navigation. If a family’s engagement
with a service needed no input from Navigator, it was not included in the data gathering.
The MoH provided analyst time to extract information from CCPS and Socrates around the
general uptake and allocation usage pre and post navigation.
The information collected was compiled over a three week period.
As mentioned, this methodology exclude interactions, and therefore benefits / savings if the
service user did not require Navigation for that interaction.
Similarly we note that there is implied significant longitudinal benefits and savings from the
success of a Navigation engagement. These benefits will be more apparent through the
collection of a wider set of data and over a longer time period. The proposed Demonstration Pilot puts a significant focus on the collection and use of data to better inform the Sector.
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Findings
Without exception there was significant growth for clients in the number of services that clients / families engaged with in their community. On average every client / family engaged with three additional services after Navigation than they had previously.
The quantitative evidence was gathered to support this additional engagement being of
value and meaningful for a family. Prior to Navigation, the average engagement score
that a client / family measured for their interactions with their services was between “nil”
and “poor”.
Following Navigation the average score was between “good” and
“excellent”. Some clients demonstrated a shift from a mutually critical and negative engagement with their provider to one where the service was not only meeting goals but regularly reviewing and updating them - 100% negative to 100% positive.
The effect of Navigation on a service provider in the community and how they engage with
clients / families receiving their service can also be extrapolated from the data gathered.
On average the shift for each service engaging with clients both before and after Navigation moved from a score between “nil” and “poor” to a score of “good”. The inference
from this is that as Navigators work with services on an individual case basis to resolve client / family issues, service providers are considering the quality initiatives from this and engaging better with their clients as a whole. Future data gathering will be able to confirm
this interpretation.
Evidence demonstrates that the Navigator using targeted goals to address the issues for
each case provides meaningful outcomes for the families instead of pre navigation where
carer support is used as a band aid that doesn’t address the real issues that the families are
experiencing.
There is also evidence that following intensive work around ensuring HCSS supports are effective and meeting needs, in some circumstances the uptake of support declines. The inference from this is that with delivery of effective support, needs are able to be met with
lesser allocations. Future data gathering will be able to confirm this interpretation.

Conclusions
The gathered information does point to a model that has worked well, is cost effective
against return on investment, has an immediate positive effect in the client being able to
interact well with a wide range of other services with many down stream benefits and a
lowered dependency on the NASC and MoH services. It shows a model that clarifies the
issues and the course of action required to resolve these, it shows Navigation as a service
that exist in a space that is non threatening to families, providers and other funding agencies and is able to facilitate good outcomes with the vested support of every stakeholder
within the community.
There is sufficient evidence here to support the implementation of a fuller Demonstration
Project to continue to develop realize the benefits of Navigation, to identify the longer term
benefits and returns, and to identify the benefits of the use of data to improve outcomes
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Community Engagement Statistics
Number of Community Services and agencies family engaged with

NHI

Prior to Nav

Post Nav

Increase

Client 1

5

6

1

Client 2

4

8

4

Client 3

2

3

1

Client 4

3

9

6

Client 5

2

5

3

Client 6

3

6

3

Client 7

4

6

2

Client 8

3

12

9

Client 9

1

2

1

Client 10

2

3

1

Client 11

1

3

2

Client 12

4

9

5

Averages

2.8

6.0

3.2
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Average of each family's engagement experience with their community services

KEY TO ENGAGEMENT
TITLE
Proactive engagement and needs / goals regularly reviewed and updated
Excellent
Engagement is generally positive and client is satisﬁed with engagement
Good
Nil service in place, nil engagement
Nil
Engagement is reactive, unresolved issues and some unmet needs
Poor
Relationship is in conﬂict / dysfunctional. Mutually negative feedback.
Negative
NHI

Prior Nav

Post Nav

Shi�

Client 1
Client 2
Client 3
Client 4
Client 5
Client 6
Client 7
Client 8
Client 9
Client 10
Client 11
Client 12

-0.2
0.0
1.0
-1.3
1.0
-0.7
0.5
0.0
-1.0
1.0
1.0
-0.5

1.3
1.5
0.3
1.4
1.0
1.2
1.2
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
0.8

1.5
1.5
-0.7
2.8
0.0
1.8
0.7
2.0
2.0
0.0
1.0
1.3

Averages

0.1

1.2

1.2
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NorthAble Navigation Services

Our
Stories
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Andrew Kerwin’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

Andrew is an eight year old boy who
lives with his single parent mum and his
sister. Mum has raised Andrew on her
own as well as working full time. While
she had managed to provide for the
family and ensure supports were there
for Andrew, she was demonstrating
that she no longer had the capacity or
resilience to ensure that supports were
eﬀective. There were a number of
agencies involved but no-one was
providing leadership or coordination, so
the agencies were not working together
or on common goals.

Prior to Navigation
At 82% uptake and
with inconsistent
delivery, support
was not eﬀective
for the family prior
to Navigation.

The engagement
of the family with
service providers
prior to Navigaton
was minimal with
4 agencies involved and an average engagement
score of NIL.
There was mutually negative feedback between
mum and the service provider delivering the Home
Support.

Mum had called asking NASC for additional supports, citing that his behaviour was increasingly challenging and
natural supports were eroding due to
behaviour. It was clear that mum didn’t
have the inner resources to take on
behaviour support and make it work, so
the only solution she knew was asking
for more carer support.

ISSUES
It quickly became clear to the Navigator
that mum had many things on the go,
but not all of them were adding value.
Of most concern was the DSS Home
Support agency providing support that
more resembled baby sitting than independence building. A dysfunctional
relationship existed between mum and
the agency coordinator where feedback
was mutually negative.
Miscommunication and misunderstanding had eroded the relationship between mum and the Blind Foundation,
although support from BLENZ was
good. Mum also found school very supportive, but singular in their role. An
interagency approach to coordinate
support instigated by NASC two years
earlier was not followed through by
agencies and each reverted back to
working solo.

NAVIGATION
The Navigator set about helping mum to identify what the wider issues
were and what could be done to overcomes those issues and meet goals for
the future. It was identiﬁed that the engagement with the HCSS agency
was beyond repair and another agency was needed to move forward in a
positive way to support Andrew’s goals.
Goals were set including:


Agencies will work together collaboratively to set achievable goals for
Andrew, with regular on-going monitoring in place.



Personal care hours will be used eﬀectively, working towards speciﬁc
goals related to skill building and social skills



Challenging behaviour will be reduced and eﬀectively managed in the
home



Mum’s capacity will be built through eﬀective respite and a focus on
her own interests
*not his real name
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Navigation Figures

Post Navigation
With initial uptake
at close to 100%
following the
change of provider,
DSS supports were
more eﬀective.
Family engaged
positively with
more services and
agencies in their
community. The
average engagement score moved
from NIL to half
way between
GOOD and EXCELLENT, meaning that
not only were supports eﬀective,
goals were being
regularly reviewed
and updated

Funded for:
26 week programme
5 hours per week at $40 per hour
Paid mileage not to exceed 20km per week
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$4,300.00
Navigation was extended a further 20
weeks in order to meet goals as initial engagement was slow, possibly from mother’s wariness that supports would be decreased. This extension was delivered with
no additional funding but instead with unused hours from the original programme.
Had mum’s initial request for
Had
initial request
for
moremum’s
carer support
been apmore
support
ap-would
provedcarer
by NASC,
thebeen
issues
proved
by NASC,
theallocation
issues would
still remain
and DSS
still
remain
and DSS
allocation
would
continue
to grow
in rewould
continue
to
grow
in
sponse to those unresolvedreissues.
sponse
to
those
unresolved
issues.
Continuation down this pathway
Continuation
down
thisrequired
pathway
would also likely
have
would
alsoSupport
likely involve
Behaviour
Behaviour
Specialist
SerSupport
Specialise
Services.
vices.

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


A collaborative approach to meaningful support consistent across environments is now set up with HCSS agency, BLENZ,
Blind Foundation and school. Arrangements are in place to ensure regular reviews are sustained and the interagency
delivery doesn’t revert to agencies working individually again.



A focus on communication and understanding of everybody’s roles and responsibilities has created more positive relationships between mum and agencies. Engagement with community agencies has increased considerably.



Mum has capacity to follow up and assert responsiveness from agencies as required ensuring ongoing responsiveness.



Effective delivery of HCSS support that enables Andrew to learn things himself rather than being ‘babied’ by support
workers has increased Andrew’s self esteem and also led to a decrease in challenging behaviour.



Counseling is in place for Andrew and is being funded by the Blind Foundation. Due to Andrew having a better understanding of how his disability affects him, challenging behaviour has decreased.



Andrew has resources provided by the Blind Foundation to ensure he has opportunity to maximise learning potential. This
resourcing is being regularly reviewed ensuring supports continue to be relevant.



Andrew now attends a community based after-school care programme with his peers, OSCAR funded via WINZ. This is
supported by HCSS / DSS support however the goal to have this fully supported naturally in the community is being
worked on. This has also increased awareness with mum and the after-school attendees that despite Andrew’s disability
he can still participate in his community.



Andrew’s mum has reduced levels of stress and anxiety directly resulting from better delivery of services. She has started
a hobby which she greatly enjoys. The family reports as being much happier and enjoying their family time together.
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Christopher Darcy’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

Christopher is one of 3 siblings with ASD
who transferred from Auckland to Whangarei the year prior to Navigation. At the
start of Navigation Christopher had just
turned 6, his younger sister Sara had just
turned 5 and their younger brother Adam
was about to turn 3.

Prior to Navigation
Family were frustrated
with the level of engagement of some providers, particularly with
Ministry of Education
Services. An application for ORS funding for
Sara had been declined.

When they arrived in Northland mum and
dad were very focused on setting up appropriate supports and services for their
children, however dad was now returning
to work and mum was concerned that she
would not be able to juggle all the responsibilities on her own.

At 85% uptake and with
inconsistent delivery,
HCSS support was not
eﬀective for this family.

Delivery of HCSS support for community
participation was inconsistent and mum
had changed provider the previous
month. Supporting the start of a new
service was a worry for her on top of the
concerns of her daughter just starting
school.
ISSUES
Supporting the day to day routines for 3
children with ASD is always going to be a
challenge for any family. The determination and strength required to look beyond
the daily needs and focus on advocating
for support across all environments was
overwhelming for mum and she was concerned for her ability to manage.
While school was a positive environment
for the two older siblings, a recent ORS
application for Sara was declined and
there was no engagement from the SLT or
OT. There was no Early Intervention engagement for Adam.
Accessing the community with three children with ASD was very diﬃcult for mum,
but overseeing the start of a new HCSS
service provider was also daunting for
her—having unsuccessfully tried to implement HCSS support previously she considered this to be more hard work than beneﬁt.
*not his real name

NAVIGATION. Goals were set including:


All three children have appropriate Ministry of Education (Group Special
Education / Early Intervention Services) and/or psychologist and/or occupational therapist assessment and recommendations of individual learning /
communication / support / therapy needs.



Identiﬁed learning and support needs are met through appropriate agencies



Therapy needs within the home are planned and capacity to implement is
available



Family complete available programmes identiﬁed to assist in supporting ASD
(ie ASD+)



Skills regarding challenging behaviour, communication and positive relationships from programmes participated in (Incredible Years, TIPS, ASD Plus) are
successfully transferred into the home.



Challenging behaviour is decreased and able to be managed via increasing
positive relationships and communication in the home.



Family have access to planned support via natural support networks and/or
disability support services.



Family long term goals are identiﬁed and planned pathway to achieve is implemented.
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Navigation Figures

After Navigation

Funded for:
Family engaged
positively with
more services and
agencies in their
community. The
average engagement score moved
from Poor to Good
indicating good
responsiveness
from all parties.

Due to the tremendous amount of personal resource required by mum to manage all other aspects of support for the children, mum and Navigator agreed that
it would be best to defer the implementation of HCSS support until all other core
aspects of supports were in place (particularly from MOE). Family are yet to conﬁrm they are ready to put this in place.

24 week programme
6 hours per week for 15 weeks followed by 4 hours per week for 9 weeks
at $90 per hour.
Paid mileage not to exceed 30km per
week
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$10,216.87
In recognition of the complexity of support
required for this family to achieve goals for
all three children with unique needs, a
qualiﬁed SLT with specialist focus in Autism
was contracted. An extension of 12 weeks
was delivered with no additional funding
but instead with unused hours from the
original programme

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


A new application for ORS funding was submitted for Sara and approved by MoE. Teacher Aide hours are in
place ensuring that Sara has appropriate ongoing 1:1 support for learning.



Regular Speech Language Therapy is scheduled for Adam and Sara as well as regular Early Intervention
Teacher visits for Adam. A transition plan is being established for Adam to attend kindergarten, giving mum
some well needed respite time as well as Adam having some social activity with his peers.



Individually Education Plan review meetings were held for Sara and Christopher and mum attended these
and successfully advocated for her children’s needs. A team of family and school staff have attended “Tips
for Autism”, ensuring that school understand the children’s ASD specific needs and works together with the
family to achieve agreed goals.



The children are using their new-found skills in different ways in the home, and mum is starting to see benefits
of this socially between the children. The children now play together with common interests (bike riding, ball
throwing) rather than each playing individually, and they verbalise how they enjoy this. Sara is more self
confident and her anxiety when attending school without mum has reduced significantly.



Mum and dad have registered and started attending Incredible Years, and have also started participating
in the ASD+ programmes. The success that they have seen with the skills the children have been learning
has made them confident and positive for being able to successfully implement strategies in the home to
ensure that relationships remain positive and challenging behaviour is managed appropriately.



Mum’s own anxiety about appropriate learning support has been reduced and she is now starting to look at
her own personal growth with the view of starting Teachers Training.



A mobility parking application has been approved making it easier for the family to access their community
together.



Mum has shown her own increased capacity to advocate for her children in school by chasing up some professionals as required. She now feels confident she can do this when needed without becoming overwhelmed. Mum has good support systems for when things go wrong and dad is available for ‘venting’ and
supporting plans of action.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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Lisa Wilson’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

Lisa is 10 and the elder of two sisters,
both with chromosomal abnormalities. Her younger sister Ruby is 6 and
also a client of the NASC.

Prior to Navigation
RJX8272: IHCHS - Uptake Trend
Series3

Linear (Series3)
Navigator
Started
18/03/13

Percentage

120.0%

Lisa had allocations of shared care to
meet respite needs for the family,
however the agency was not able to
provide a caregiver. The Home Support agency also had an allocation of
hours to deliver speciﬁc support for
Lisa, however this was being utilised
like a shared care service in the support workers home. The supports
were not being used to support Lucy’s
development, only as respite. This
was not eﬀective for Lucy or her family. Redesign of the allocations by
NASC to create respite opportunities
over the last two years did not
achieve desired eﬀects.
Lisa received behaviour support in the
past and parents reported she is still
very challenging in the home environment. Now she is getting bigger she is
able to hurt family members.
Ruby is now six and at the age where
she requires conﬁrmation of ID to
continue to receive NASC services.
She is not two years behind her peers
and is reading appropriate to her age.
Her family are happy that she is no
longer demonstrating developmental
delays, however she does have other
needs related to her chromosomal
condition.
The family need support to ensure all
Ruby’s needs are being met by health
and education professionals. Once
this is occurring and all needs are being met, it is agreed it is appropriate
for NASC to exit services for Ruby.

100.0%

80.0%

60.0%

40.0%

20.0%

0.0%

Service Start Date

With uptake over 80%,
delivery of Home Support
was generally occurring.
However delivery was
aligned with staﬃng
needs, not needs of the
client - in lieu of shared
care not being available,
the family were grateful
for any delivery, albeit not
for designated purpose.

The engagement of the
family with service providers and agencies in the
community prior to Navigation was minimal, with
an average engagement
score half way to GOOD.

NAVIGATION
It was agreed with the family that they would beneﬁt from Navigator assisting and investigating eﬀective use of carer support and natural support
networks, ensuring parents get eﬀective respite and maintain / build capacity. The Navigator also would focus on working with support workers
and family to ensure they understood the BSS strategies and they practiced them consistently when working with Lisa.
Goals were set including:


Family have a network of support and respite carers.



Carer Support is scheduled regularly and family have regular respite
breaks.



Lisa’s challenging behaviour decreases as family and support network consistently practice routines and strategies. (if this goal cannot be met within current environment and skill set, referral to CHC
BSS service is to be completed)



Ruby’s support needs are identiﬁed and met via government / community agencies, and exit from NorthAble NASC is completed.
*not her real name
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Navigation Figures

After Navigation
HSPC and IHCHS
HSPC
Navigator
Started
18/03/13

IHCHS

Linear (HSPC)
Navigator
Ended
15/09/13

Percentage

120.00%

100.00%

80.00%

60.00%

40.00%

20.00%

0.00%

Service Start Date

Following the completion of Navigation,
PC hours are being
delivered appropriate
to support need and
uptake is 100%. Supports are eﬀectively
meeting identiﬁed
need.
Family engaged positively with more services and agencies in
their community.
This ensured that appropriate agencies
were meeting needs
eﬀectively.

Funded for:
26 week programme
Up to 4 hours per week at $40 per
hour
Paid mileage not to exceed 30 km
per week
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$1,120.00

“ Mum and dad report
that the new design of
support has been ‘lifechanging’ for the whole
family
-Navigator report, June 2013

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation
DSS Allocations PA






Family are using carer support for regular respite two afternoons every week. This break sustains them and builds capacity.
The allocation of DSS hourly supports have been split between
two agencies and are now being delivered at 100% uptake,
fully effective and meeting needs and goals.
Goals are being regularly reviewed as Lisa responds to appropriate support, ensuring that she continues to learn and build
skills



Family are actively engaging with Behaviour Support Services.
Morning routines are reported as being far more manageable
for all involved and stress has reduced greatly in the home.



Ruby has ongoing therapy needs met via Child Health Services, and is accessing activities in the community via natural
supports. Family are confident in their community being able
to meet her needs and she has been exited from NASC services.
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2009—2010

$17,000

2010—2011

$17,500

2011—2012

$11,782

2012—2013

$11,060

2013—2014

$11,159

Following Navigation
2014 ongoing - $12,555

DSS supports in 2009 - 2011 were
not being delivered appropriately,
and redesigns by NASC in 2011 and
2012 did not achieve desired results.
Through Navigation in 2013 an eﬀective design was delivered.
Annual Review in 2014 shows savings
of $4,95 over 2011 package.
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Damon Mahon’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

7 year old Damon and his family , including his non-disabled twin brother, transferred up to Northland the year prior to
Navigation, with no known networks or
supports in the area.

Prior to Navigation
Damon’s family were engaged with very few agencies and services within
their community, and
what engagement was
happening was poor or
negative. Mutually critical
feedback existed between
the family and school ie.
Negative engagement.

Damon has a dual diagnosis of Down Syndrome and ASD. His parents identify with
the Down Syndrome diagnosis and but do
not see ASD as having a signiﬁcant impact
on Damon’s needs.
At the coordination of initial assessment
the family requested a signiﬁcant amount
of carer support. They identiﬁed lack of
capacity due to Damon not being in
school full time. 28 days carer support
was allocated with an oﬀer of a referral to
CCS Disability Action to advocate for Damon going to school full time. The family
declined the referral.
Four months later the family called, again
asking for a signiﬁcant amount of carer
support. When explored, reasons were
issues with schooling, including lack of
SLT support and incontinence being an
issue at school.
Navigation was agreed to as a potential
solution to the issues, as opposed to
putting in more carer support but not
resolving the issues.
ISSUES

NAVIGATION
The Navigator was given a brief outline of the situation and the following goals were set:


Intensive liaison with school and MOE to identify appropriate
supports and services for Damon while at school, and ensuring
these are in place. Relationship and communication between
parents and school to be strengthened to ensure ongoing engagement remains positive.



Support family to ensure that they are receiving appropriate and
eﬀective support from continence services.



Behaviour support services to be implemented and strategies in
place should investigation ﬁnd no medical reason for incontinence.

Barriers from school and family’s despair

Family have capacity to manage and support Damon’s needs,
at being unable to progress were signiﬁmaintaining capacity through respite allocation of 28 days carer
cant issues impacting family capacity and
support.
resilience. As well as being a contributing factor to school’s negativity, incontiFollowing meeting with the family, the following goals were also
nence aﬀected many aspects of Damon
agreed to with the family and included:
and his family’s day to day lives— family

Family will have increased knowledge and understanding of auwere unhappy that service from the contism and how this aﬀects Damon’s perspective of the world
tinence clinic included supplies but no
around him.
strategies or support; Damon’s lack of
communication made toilet training ex
Damon will become involved in after school activities and have
tremely frustrating for all involved, and
increased opportunities to access his community with his peer
he was also missing out on activities in
group.
the community due to not being conti*not his real name
nent. Often this meant his brother couldn’t attend either. Every member of the
Stories
Statistics
of the
Navigation,
family
wasand
struggling
with
situation.NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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Navigation Figures

After Navigation
Family engaged positively with more services and agencies in
their community. The
average engagement
score moved from
POOR to half way between GOOD and EXCELLENT, meaning that
not only were supports
eﬀective, goals were
being regularly reviewed and updated.

“I just spoke to mum on the phone and she burst into
tears! Very grateful and I think these hours will make a
huge diﬀerence for this family “
- Navigator email update April 2013 -

Funded for:
13 week programme
3 hours per week at $40 per hour
Paid mileage not to exceed 20km
per week
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$1,340
Had mum’s initial request
for more carer support
been approved by NASC,
the issues would still remain
and DSS allocation would
continue to grow in response to the increasing
impact of those unresolved
issues.

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


Damon is now receiving appropriate IEP, OT and SLT support through school, ensuring that his
learning and support is relevant and appropriate.



Improved communication between family and school has been promoted as a “win-win” outcome. Both parties recognise that by coming together they get better results than by being critical.



Family have realised the significant impact that ASD has on how Damon sees his world and are
regularly accessing the IHC library to learn more about this for both Damon and the family as a
whole. They are aware of the community agencies that can support them with ASD.



School are now aware of Damon’s ASD diagnosis, something the family had not shared with them.
This has resolved a lot of concerns that school had for Damon’s development. Family and school
are looking forward to submitting a team to attend the next “TIPS for Autism” programme at MoE
so a collaborative approach to support ensures maximised outcomes for Damon.



PC hours and Behaviour Support Services were implemented to support toileting strategies in the
home and community, and Damon is now fully toilet trained! This has significantly improved quality
of life for Damon and his family.



Damon’s PC hours are now directed towards supporting Damon to access sports and activities in
his community. He is now able to attend swimming like his brother, and has developed his own interest in soccer.



Family feel confident and comfortable that 28 days carer support meets their respite needs.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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Deena Pavarti’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

Deena is a young woman aged 26 who
lives at home with her parents and brother. Deena has an intellectual disability
and is wheelchair reliant for mobility.
DSS supports are in place including personal care hours, household management, respite and carer support. Deena
also receives DSS Discrete 1:1 and MSD
funded VHN support to ensure meaningful participation in day / vocational activities.
Deena’s parents had been frustrated for
some time at the issues that seem to repeatedly occur in relation to Deena’s day
programme. They had tried to discuss
this with the staﬀ and manager but felt
that progress was not being made and
many of Deena’s needs continued to be
unmet.
Family’s capacity and resilience decreased as they continued to try and advocate for Deena’s growth and support.
Additional respite had recently been
asked for. Family were looking to IF to
provide solutions however due to eroded
capacity NASC had concerns for family’s
ability to manage IF.
ISSUES
Along with the obvious issues of poor
engagement with the vocational provider,
other issues became apparent to the Navigator as she worked with the family.
Poor communication between the providers and family meant that Deena missed
out on appropriate therapy and support
when adaptive equipment broke or ‘went
missing’. Deena missed programmes
when staﬀ on leave couldn’t be replaced
or when issues of taxi availability arose.
The family had previously submitted an
application for Lotteries funding for a
mobility van, however this was declined.
It also became apparent to the Navigator
that family had huge concerns about
Deena’s mid/long term future and how
services could appropriately support her.

Prior to Navigation
As the Vocational Services provider invoices MOH at full allocation as opposed to
actual delivery of support, uptake data is not useful in this situation.

Although they were registered with 4 developmental specialists at the DHB,
family were not engaging
with them for reviews of
adaptive equipment. The
engagement with the vocational provider was mutually critical. Engagement
with Access was good.

NAVIGATION
Family and Navigator agreed that although suﬃcient DSS supports were in
place, delivery was not eﬀectively meeting Deena’s needs.
Goals were set including:


Deena’s day programme will be based on meaningful delivery of support
that meets Deena’s social, physical and intellectual development.



Family will have the ability to eﬀectively monitor services and advocate
for Deena as/when required.



Agencies will work together collaboratively to ensure that Deena’ needs
are met through the appropriate use and maintenance of adaptive
equipment. Better engagement is developed through understanding
roles and responsibilities and good communication



Deena will be able to access her community when / as required.



Family will have a good understanding of options for Deena’s future and
their respective responsibilities for options.

Deena’s family own a local restaurant and work very long hours. Their commitment to their business contributed to the challenge of ensuring open and
progressive communication with the diversity of service providers involved in
Deena’s care. The Navigator identiﬁed there was some potential for unrealistic
expectations to be placed on Service Providers/Support Workers to ‘ﬁll in the
gaps’ when parents were preoccupied with work commitments. Gently supporting family to recognize this was an informal goal of the Navigator not speciﬁed in the plan.
*not her real name
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Navigation Figures

After Navigation
Family now
engage positively with the
appropriate
services in
their community including
a substantial
improvement
with IDEA.
Adaptive
equipment is
functional and appropriate and family understand their responsibilities around
ensuring reviews and repairs for equipment are undertaken.

Funded for:
20 Week Programme
6 hours per week at $48 per hour
Paid mileage not to exceed 40 km
per week
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$3,559.68

A successful engagement with the Lotteries Commission has resulted in an approved application for funding for a mobility van.
NorthAble Navigation Services

“Family report that Deena is the happiest she has
been in a long time”
- Navigator progress report Aug 2013 -

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


Deena’s Vocational programme has been expanded to include more outings and activities to promote sensory, physical, intellectual and social opportunities. Family report that Deena is the happiest she has been in
a long time.



A focus on communication and understanding of everybody’s roles and responsibilities has created more
positive relationships between family and agencies.



Family recognise their own responsibilities for maintaining positive relationships, particularly how their long
work hours affect this. They are actively looking at alternatives for relief to free up some of their time so the
positive relationships can be sustained through continued engagement.



A full complement of adaptive and therapy equipment is now functional. An interagency approach across
HCSS and Vocational support staff ensures that Deena has maximum access to therapies and supports to
ensure best outcomes. Family recognise their role in maintaining equipment and support staff recognize
their role in proactively identifying issues to family.



The Navigator helped complete and submitted a Lotteries funding application which saw approval for a
van, wheelchair hoist, assessment and project management. This means that Deena will have choice and
control when it comes to accessing the community how and when it suits her.



Family have a good understanding of alternative MOH DSS funded supports and a plan of what this could
look like for Deena’s future. They now feel well equipped for discussing IF options with other families in similar
situation, with the long term goal of setting up a shared flatting arrangement for Deena.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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May McDonald’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

May is a 9 year old girl who lives with
her parents and brother in an isolated
coastal area 45 minutes from Whangarei. May has tuberous sclerosis
and the combination of her intractable epilepsy with unsteady gait means
she needs constant supervision for
safety.
An HCSS provider recently exited PC support due to being unable to ﬁnd staﬀ for
the 3 hours allocated. Two alternative
providers were approached and were also
unable to staﬀ the isolated location.
NASC attempted to overcome this barrier
by providing hours for travel time for support staﬀ however none of the 3 available
agencies were able to overcome this issue.
A recent behaviour support referral had
just been accepted by specialist services,
as May was becoming increasingly physical; pushing, kicking and throwing things.
Regular formal respite support was recently implemented in recognition of
family’s increasing need for a break, however the exiting of PCs contributed further to stress. While family were pragmatic about the situation they were in, it
was unrealistic to expect them to remain
resilient.
ISSUES
Discussions with the family found that
their past experiences with HCSS agencies
generally fell into the categories of unreliable support workers and unhelpful managers. While they recognised the need
for additional support , family were very
cautious about trying again and fearful
for the potential impact on their daughter’s safety.

Prior to Navigation
RTV5184: YP-HSPC - Uptake Trend
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At an uptake of 70-80% and with very inconsistent delivery, it was clear to see
HCSS supports were not eﬀectively delivered or able to meet May’s needs.

As the family lived in an isolated
area, there were limited community agencies that were easily accessible. Engagement was good for
the two agencies that were being
accessed.
NAVIGATION
As well as facilitating the set up of HCSS support, Navigator was also tasked
with investigating eﬀective use of carer support and natural support networks. This was intended to build parental capacity with informal networks, reducing need for formal respite.
Goals were set including:


Family will have PC hours delivered into their home by a committed
support worker. A back up person will support leave situations.



May’s support will be delivered in a way that recognises and uses
behaviour support strategies and plan as identiﬁed by BSS services.



A network of carers are identiﬁed that family can use carer support
with to ensure capacity is built.

Knowing that they had a Navigator who
could facilitate the implementation of
After meeting with the family, Navigator and family added the goal:
support, thus reducing the responsibilities

May’s brother Zack will have opportunities to access support for siband stress on them, was a signiﬁcant faclings of children with disabilities.
tor in family pursuing the setup of sup*not her real name
port hours once again.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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Navigation Figures

After Navigation
Following an unsuccessful attempt to re-establish delivery of PC supports, the
hours were exited. While parents both say they are open to trying to make
PC hours work again in the future, currently their ﬁrst priority is supporting
May’s changing medical needs.

Navigation provided limited success in appropriating community support
for May and her family. A
connection with Sibling
Support was successful
for Zach, however delivery of PC supports has
proved to be unsuccessful.

Funded for:
13 week programme
4 hours per week at $40 per hour
Paid mileage not to exceed 100 km
per week
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$1,521.60

NorthAble Navigation Services

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


Zack attended a SibSupport workshop and really enjoyed it. He has spoken to mum about wanting to continue to attend these workshops with a view to perhaps being a facilitator when he is
older.



Due to poor HCSS agency choice of support worker coupled with the agency limiting the introductory process, May’s safety was compromised during an incident on their first and only outing. The
HCSS agency took responsibility for the incident, however the family chose not to continue with the
goal of implementing PC support.



No further developments were made within the natural support network. The family maintain their
existing options for using carer support although use of this is infrequent.

Due to May’s change in health status and hospitilisation at Starship, the family chose to finish the programme
without completing goals or fully utilising the availability of the Navigator. The Navigator wrote in her final
report:
“I can’t help feeling that the timing of the Navigation just wasn’t right for the family, with May’s health
being as it is, although [mum and dad] assure me that this is just ‘life’ as they know it. The daily challenges for this family are huge and yet they are incredibly stoic, always finding something to laugh
about and brushing off suggestions that they may not be coping as well as they could. They also readily accept help when it is offered, and no offer is too small or insignificant.
[Mum and Dad] both say they are open to trying to make PC hours work again in the future...At this
stage however, their first priority is getting May the treatments that she needs, reducing the tumours in
her brain, and getting some much-needed sleep!”
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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Samantha Larsen’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

At the time when Navigation was being
considered Samantha was a 4 1/2 year
old girl who lived with her parents and
older brother. They had just moved back
to a small rural town just north of Whangarei. Samantha has a diagnosis of Global
Developmental Delay and severe allergies
and eczema.

Prior to Navigation
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Although she was soon to be 5, Samantha’s parents had made the decision that
they did not want her starting school that
year. They were concerned that school
may not be able to care for her appropriately, as a previous attempt at having
Samantha attend day care led to her having an extremely severe allergic outbreak
requiring intensive and ongoing medical
support.

15

0

ISSUES

Although MoE had an allocation of 1:1
support for Samantha in day care mum’s
conﬁdence in appropriate support being
provided had completely eroded from the
last experience and she felt she was the
only person capable of providing proper
care and understanding.

of carer support were
indicative of the family’s eroding capacity.

The family were engaged with 3 services
in their community.
Although MoE had an
allocation of Education Support Worker
hours for Samantha to
attend day care, the
family was disappointed there was no active
engagement by educational professionals
to support a transition
to an early learning
centre.

A call to the local NASC from the Child
Health Team indicated the needs of the
family had changed signiﬁcantly since last
assessment. With mum’s agreement a
reassessment was tasked.

Through reassessment it became apparent to the NASC Service Coordinator that
while an increase in carer support, as
requested by mum, would immediately
meet the family’s current need for a
break, without resolving the underlying
issues it would be unlikely to increase
capacity or resilience. Mum had stated
she “feels as though all my ﬁght has
gone” and she needs assistance to “get
back on track”.

21

Increasing allocations

NAVIGATION
The Navigator was tasked with supporting mum to advocate Samantha’s
needs with educational professionals to ensure that Samantha’s learning
potential is maximised. Alongside this, Navigator was also engaged to assist mum to strengthen her community links and contacts with a view to
building respite options.
Goals were set including:


Family have increased network of support and respite carers.



Mum has the conﬁdence and ability to sustain engagement with
community links



Mum conﬁdently engages with educational professionals to arrange
Samantha’s schooling and mapping the pathway to meet learning
needs

Mum had become isolated from her com
In order to best support her family, mum prioritises her own needs
munity. Whereas previously she had conand makes connections in her community to meet needs.
nected with support groups, due to her
*not her real name
recent move these connections were lost.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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Navigation Figures
After Navigation
Current carer support allocation is at 52, an amount allocated when the family were experiencing their peak levels of stress. As agreed with the family,
the next allocation in 5 months is anticipated to reﬂect a sustained increase in
capacity and reduction in respite need.

Funded for:
10 week programme
3 hours per week for 10 weeks at
$48 per hour
Paid mileage not to exceed 20 km
per week
Following the completion of this
programme a further 2 hours per
week for 10 weeks was approved.
This was due to the death of a close
family member, the family’s regular
respite carer, and also due to Samantha’s imminent transition into
school.
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$2,307.04

Engagement with services in the community increased substantially for the
family with Navigator support, both in number and in quality of engagement.
This meant that not only were supports eﬀective, goals were being regularly
reviewed and updated.

A reduction of carer support back
to the level in place before the
family experienced heightened
stress will amount to a savings of
$2,356 PA.

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


A multidisciplinary approach to a transition into school was set up and facilitated by the Navigator.
This ensured that educational professionals had first hand understanding of Samantha’s medical
and health needs, and mum is now confident they can meet day to day health needs as well as
provide emergency intervention if required.



Samantha started a transition into school only 2 months after her 5th birthday. She is receiving appropriate support to meet her learning needs, and her IEPs are regularly reviewed. The school
quickly sourced funding for the fencing required for Samantha’s safety and also proactively applied for support via the school transports assistance scheme; all positive support that relieves
stressors for mum.



Mum is actively demonstrating confidence and capability in advocating positively with education
professionals to ensure educational support remains current, and learning potential is maximised.



Mum has a network of contacts for providing carer support and has also joined a local support
group, ensuring that newly built capacity is sustained.



Samantha is actively involved in new social activities in her community. These opportunities have
given mum a break from being the central focus of Samantha’s life, broadening Samantha’s social sphere and relieving mum of some of the burden faced as being primary source of care, entertainment
and
Stories
and Statistics
of companionship.
Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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Ronald Clinton’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

10 year old Ronald and his 12 year old
brother Andre both have ASD and an
intellectual disability. They live with
their mum and dad and younger sister
on the outskirts of Whangarei. The
family have no natural supports and
limited existing networks in the area.
Ronald and Andre present with various behavioural diﬃculties and challenges impacting on safety and relationships. The family receive specialist behaviour support services.
Formal respite was put in place following 1 year of a provider unsuccessfully trying to source a shared care
provider. The same provider also has
an allocation of Home Support hours
to provide support to both boys out in
the community. Family have requested that support is provided to both
boys concurrently. This support has
not been consistently provided for
two years. A minimum of two support workers is required to achieve
this and the Home Support agency
has only provided one worker for the
last 2 years.
A year previously a NASC referral was
made to an agency providing lead
coordination, advocacy and support
via a DSS contract. The goal was to
have support delivered eﬀectively and
consistently by the Home Support
provider. Eﬀective support was still
not delivered.
With day to day challenges taking all
of the family’s time and energy, the
family were unable to grow capacity
to look at the mid or long term goals
for themselves or their children. A
more intensive level of support was
required to move the family forward.

Prior to Navigation
RHP7928: IHCHS - Uptake Trend
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Service Start Date

With supports proving
to be ineﬀective,
Ronald and Andre
were not accessing the
community as intended.
Communication with
school had broken
down and there was
concern for needs
being able to be met.

NAVIGATION
Through the initial Navigator consultation process, it became apparent that
the family were not only struggling with Home Support providers meeting
needs but a mutually critical relationship also existed with school.
Goals were set including:


PC hours are delivered into the home aligned with a service delivery
plan which is eﬀective, robust and supports BSS strategies.



Ronald and Andre increase access to their community and are involved in community activities which interest them.



Andre is transitioned into appropriate schooling that can meet his
needs via appropriate delivery of MoE supports.



Eﬀective respite options are available via the development of informal or natural networks.

Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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After Navigation
RHP7928: YP-HSPC - Uptake Trend
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At a streadily decreasing uptake and inconsistent delivery of support, the new HCSS
provider is also ﬁnding
diﬃculties in providing
full support. However
the agency continues
to work closely with
the family to overcome
obstacles, a vast improvement on engagement.

Family engaged positively with more services and agencies in
their community after
Navigation. The average score moved from
POOR to part way between GOOD and EXCELLENT, meaning that
not only was engagement more eﬀective, goals were being regularly reviewed and updated.

Funded for:
26 week programme
5 hours per week at $40 per hour
Paid mileage not to exceed 30km
per week
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$5,740.00
Navigation was extended a further
10 weeks to monitor progress and
goals. This extension was delivered
with no additional funding but instead with unused hours from the
original allocation.

NorthAble Navigation Services

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


Ronald and Andre each have their own support worker who provides support aligned with a service plan that recognises their individuality and interests. They are actively participating and trying
new things in the community, broadening their skills and world. While challenging behaviour still
continues, consistent use of strategies and support is proving effective.



Ronald and Andre each attended a community based school holiday programme, OSCAR funded via WINZ. Although the holiday programme was not the right fit for the boys, the opportunity to
explore the service was something new for the family. Exploring alternative school holiday supports
based in the community continue to be active goals.



Andre is attending a new school that is meeting his needs. Regular reviews of goals continue to
keep his learning current and effective. Ministry of Education Special Education Advisor has come
on board and is actively looking at ways to maximise support for Andre, including having his ORS
funding re-moderated. This will ensure support remains appropriate to meeting his needs.



Mum and dad now feel involved in decision making at school and with the HCSS agencies. They
have a sense of empowerment which was not present earlier, and this has created a positive outlook for their future.



Respite continues to be delivered via formal respite and mum and dad consider this their long
termand
option.
Stories
Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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India Hamilton’s* Story
NorthAble Navigation Services

India is a 15 year old boy who lives
with his single parent mother and
older teenage sister. His mum has a
strong desire to support her son, who
has Autism and an Intellectual Disability, and although she has long had
Home Support allocations, she hasn’t
always prioritised engagement with
the provider for delivery of the service. The provider, in return, hasn’t
prioritised the delivery of support either.

Prior to Navigation
PHA2707: IHCHS - Uptake Trend
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India’s mum has struggled emotionally with coping, and her own mental
health concerns impact on her ability
to support her son eﬀectively. Recently India had wandered oﬀ the
property raising concerns for his safety. School had also highlighted concerns with India not turning up to
school, or coming to school soiled and
untidy. The family were in danger of
a CYFs notiﬁcation if supports were
unable to meet India’s needs and
mum’s needs were unable to be overcome. School was looking to NASC to
resolve these issues.
ISSUES
A dramatic and recent break up of a
relationship as well as the loss of her
unborn baby had extinguished mum’s
capacity to cope with day to day
needs. Mum’s other responsibilities
to support India’s disability needs and
schooling were literally overwhelming, she didn’t know where to start.

Service Start Date

In relation to Navigation issues,
family were engaged with the
Home Support
provider and
school. Both levels of engagement
were poor.

NAVIGATION
It was clear that the family needed intensive support to move towards a
positive and sustainable future for themselves.
Goals were set including:


DSS supports are delivered into the home each morning supporting
India’s routine that prepares him for school.



India’s day to day care and parental support needs are met.



Mum is supported to identify her own needs and supported to access
appropriate resources to meet them.

An intensive response was required

All agencies and services involved in supporting India and his family
to ensure that all disability needs for
have a clear understanding of their respective roles in ensuring InIndia were being met, and mum had
dia’s needs are met, now and in the future.
the opportunity to support her own
needs. Family agreed that the appro*not his real name
priate allocations of DSS supports
were made, however delivery needed
Stories
and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
to be
prioritised.
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After Navigation

Funded for:

PHA2707: YP-HSPC - Uptake Trend
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13 week programme
6 hours per week at $40 per hour
Paid mileage not to exceed 20 km
per week
Total Cost of Navigation as invoiced:
$3,956.80
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Service Start Date

Family have engaged
positively with their
HCSS agency, school
and counseling. With
regular counseling ,
mum is able to support her mental wellness and sustain capacity.

NorthAble Navigation Services

“this Navigation has been a great start to enabling this family to become
self suﬃcient with the resilience they require to reach this’
- Navigator Progress Report, October 2013 -

Summary of outcomes directly resulting from Navigation


All HCSS supports are in place and meeting India’s needs. A good relationship exists between the
HCSS Service Coordinator and mum, with a mutual understanding of the necessity of delivery of
support. This understanding ensures support continues to be delivered consistently and effectively.



India is attending school on time and regularly. He is clean, with clean clothes and appropriate
lunches.



Mum is attending counseling on a weekly basis and Navigator reports this is having a very positive
result. Through this regular therapy she is able to support her mental wellness in order to sustain her
capacity or identify when she may need additional support.



Mum has engaged fully with all aspects of Navigation and recognises the need to ask for additional support when required. Even if her own capacity does reduce in the future, she knows where
to go to seek help.
Stories and Statistics of Navigation, NorthAble Navigation Services, © February 2014
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www.northable.org.nz

40 John Street, Whangarei 0110
Phone 09 430 0988
Freephone 0508 637 200
Email navigator@nns.org.nz

